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(This issue is a bit late due tb a revolution
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THEREVOIIJI'ION
IS NOW
.••.•..

"Are you in the revolution?",
asked the surprised
cut girl.
"We're all in it, baby. You're part of it too."

LIVE IT

boy of the all-american

staff
george b. brewster

clean'

In case you haven't heard, there's a revolution going on. The New York Times
would have us believe there is also an organized counter-revolution
at work dispersing
the forces of revolution.
The so-called counter-revolutionary
forces are no more than
the attempts of a threatened institution to defend itself. The revolutionary movement,
however, is an organized and active force working for a restructuring
of the world.
Revolutionaries
tell us we're niggers because we take the system on its own terms,
becoming slaves to it, instead of making our own terms. Most of us go thru the superfici
motions of living with no idea why. There's a lot of chrome-plated nonsense we've been
made to think we need. Automobiles, fashionable clothes, vacations in the Caribbean are
forced on us via mass media. We sign on the line and become indentured servants to age
64. Then, all our exploitable resources of energy having been mined' we are put out to
pasture.
The American establishment demands we purchase survival and comfort with
our ideals and freedom.
The revolutionary movement is the descendent of earlier attempts at living a better
life. The flower children realized that even though they kept to themselves,
wanting only
to do their own thing, the cops would still come around busting them and bashing in their
heads.
The lmowledge gained (with the aid of drugs) during that time of intense introspection was applied to an outward effort. If the system won't let you live a decent life,
you have to try to change the system.
The idea is that the present American political/social
organization is based on
theories that have been invalidated by continuing scientific discoveries.
Locke's ideals
assumed the validity of a Newtonian universe. The establishment that has developed from
that false base now has to concern itself with survival as an institution at the expense of
its ideals of freedom, justice, democracy.
It can't accomodate new empirical data that
contradicts its theoretical bases.
This inflexibility is the target of revolutionary activit_,.
If the system won't bend, it's going to break.
There are, however, branches of the movement concerned
only with violence.
They, like the institutions they fight, are more concerned with survival than change. Their
beneficial effect has been promoting action where only talk existed.
But they do seriously
fragment and weaken the movement as a whole.
Th@ revolution continues and we are all part of it. When you read McLuhan, when
you hear about atomic power plants, when you listen to Ravi Shankar, you are dealing
with ideas that contradict our present political and social foundations.
A restructuring
of government based on twentieth century information and theories is inevitable. We will
be the ones to bring about the changes.
The question remains whether those Newtons
and Lockes among us, the believers in a counter-revolution,
will concede gracefully or
have to have their canes kicked out from beneath them.
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'A slave is one who waits for someone to
free him.'
-Ezra Pound
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forum

Samuel Pasiencier,
Ph.D.
Associate Professor
Department of Mathematics

One question not discussed very much directly at the conference, but hinted at and
much discussed in private was ' What should we teach?'
This is not too distant from the
approved proposal for crediting off-campus activities.
The question can be thought of in
two parts.
First, the core: What constitutes an absolute minimum of courses that all
liberal arts students must encounter?
Second, the fringes: What kinds of experiments
should be credited?
I am for offering a wide variety of options and flexibility.
We have
some students who favor structure, who lmow what they want. There are others, more
than in the first group, it seems to me, for whom college needs to be not only a confrontation with a discipline but a confrontation with themselves.
I feel strongly that there should
be no required courses.
But, at the same time, to help students keep from becoming lost,
or immobilized by freedom, there should be very close and frequent advising.
I personally get no pleasure in dragging students through calculus.
I'mnot convinced
that mathematics is good for everyone.
When I was young, cod liver oil was thought to be
good for me ... It probably didn't do me any harm but yech ... I love mathematics too much
to view it as intellectual vitamins.
There 1s the standard argument: 'I never would have taken x if it weren't required and
I found x very interesting.'
That is good. Its nice when anyone finds a subject interesting.
What is omitted in this argument is that we can at any time offer only a finite number of
courses.
By taking x you are not taking y. Perhaps y would have been more interesting
to you. 'But then I would have never encountered x'. Yes, but either way there is a subject z that neither of us have encountered and it will always be so. We are finite creatures
Is there a subject x that everyone must take ? I don't know. I don't feel that mathematics
is one. But I'm willing to discuss it.
There is also the agrument: 'I had to take wand I couldn't stand it.' Whether I as a
teacher like it or not, the student has the right to respond to my teaching with his head and.
gut. I teach as well as I can. If a student dislikes either my style of teaching or the contents of my course that is his right. In fact, it is his duty to himself.
I will be doing him
a severe disservice if I force him - by grades, or any other kind of pressure - to repress
the evidence of his own senses.
He will be doing me a disservice if he harbors unexpressed resentment.
I want to know what my students feel about my teaching.
I learn how to
teach that way. Course 'requirements
and grading requirements are inimical to real TwoJ
WAY COMMUNICATION.
At the fringe there is the question: 'Should I "teach II a subject in which I am not absolutely lmowledgeable ?' The answer is: I really must, especially at a small college. First
mathematics is growing at an incredible pace. That there were gaps in my own education
is inevitalbe.
But I have learned how to learn, and I can share my learning process with
a student in tutorial to the advantage of both of us. Here again, I feel that FLEXIBILITY
should be the rule.
In my limited experience at Bard I have taught everything from a lecture course of
fifty-four students to tutorials.
It is my feeling that the potential greatness of Bard lies
in its Senior project ?Jld the tutorial.
I want to see changes in the curriculum that maximize the opportunities of students and faculty to work together independently and closely,
in small groups.
This is particularly my wish with respect to the freshman year. Our
juniors and seniors have a marvelous chance to work closely with professors.
But this is
a structure that has too long been supported by the large lecture course for freshmen.
The
balance needs readjusting.
We lose too many good minds, we lose too much continuity both
intellectual and communal via the attrition problem.
The paramount questions for many
freshmen are: 'Who am I?', 'What should I study?', 'What should I do with my time?'.
These are people who have never been permitted in their entire careers as students to even attempt to answer these most basic personal questions for themselves.
That is the nature of the cry for relevance and I think it is a cry we must heed.
I would like to see at least the first semester at Bard consist primarily of free reading, free creativity, free discussion.
Let's put our 18 to 1 freshman student ration to
work. Each one of us as fellow intellectual travellers could meet with a group of eight
freshmen two or three times a week. Sometimes together and sometimes privately to discuss their reading and thinking with them. If in addition they wish to take traditional courses they may. At the· same time faculty members who are deeply into interests of their
own could announce and give lecture series.
All of the above and more perhaps designed
to maximize free, ingraded exposure of freshment to a wide variety of disciplines and
ideas.
Finally with respect to evaluation of students there seems to be an axiomatic, almost
fanatical belief that any loosening of structure implies a lowering of standards and a move
towards mediocrity.
I challange that view. I challange proponents of it to convince me,
as they must, that strict traditional grading is in fact producing less mediocrity than freedom to choose and study what one really wishes to study would. A look at the shortness
of our Dean's List might be appropriate in this light. There is more than enough mediocrity now. After all, the average grade is C, that's what C means.
Cramming is not learning even if it results in A's. A move away from grades and their inherent arbitrariness
If a student has freely chosen to take
is not a move away from evaluation and standards.
a course I offer I'm going to assume that it is because he is interested, finds it relevant
and wants to study. I will see my duty as a teacher as helping him to understand the material to the best of his abilities, as telling him when he doesn't understand; as testing his
knowledge to help him evaluate his progress and understanding,
as rewarding by the smile
of pleasure on my face when he understands or makes me see an aspect or hidden difficulty
of the subject that I was not aware of before.
Disciplines should not be used as rewards or
punishments.
It is unworthy of mathematics or any other subject to be used in that manner.
~ ( to page 5)

THE NEED FOR REFORM
Martin Flumenbaum
During the final exam period last semester, a group of forty students enrolled in an
urban sociology course taught by Preston Wilcox refused to accept grades, arguing that
Columbia's current grading system is 'essen·
tially coercive.'
In a statement released last week the students maintain~d that the current grading
system perverts 'what could be a meaningful
In addition,
student-teacher
relationship.'
Mr. Wilcox,who has supported the students,called grading 'another Mason- Dixon line on
the minds of the people.'
The group's action - the first boycott of
grades in the recent history of the College is perhaps the first progressive step taken
by students since last spring's demonstrations made 'restructuring'
the University's
shibboleth.
Many students and faculty members have
long advocated changes in the grading system.
The main objections advanced against awarding letter grades to students at the end
of each semester for each of their courses
are the apparent imprecision of the grading
system, the competition inherent in grading,
and the perversion of the student-instructor
relationship.
An increasing number of students no Ionger consider letter grades reliable indicator
of scholastic performance.
Professors
judge students by various criteria,
emphasiz
ing some and disregarding others.
Critical
understanding of the subject matter, appreci
ation, creativity, and even conformity and
regurgitation are some of the diverse standards used by different professors to evaluate
students.
In many cases, non-academic variables
resulting from the interaction of the student
and the instructor play a significant role in
the grading process.
Professor of Government Alan F. Westin, a proponent of the 'institute plan' for undergraduate education, appeared to have recognized the problem posed by the grading
system when he remarked last week that 'students never lmow the basis of how a f_aculty
member arrives at grades.'
The system is further complicated by
the fact that certain professors are notorious
ly low graders while others are well-lmown
easy markers.
A grade of 'B' from Assistant Professor of History Christoph Kimmich,
for example, is equivalent to an 'A' from
most other graders.
Some professors emphasize papers, others final exams, and still others class participation.
Thus, a weak writer of prose
may do well under letter grade standards
with one instructor and not with another.
At a recent student-administration
tea,
one college senior who debated Dean Carl F.
Hovde and Associate Dean for Student Affairs
Robert Bellmap about the merits of the current grading system claimed that different
professors vaired widely in the grade assigned to the same paper which had been submit·
ted for more than one course.
~ ( to page 5)
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news

campus
SELINGER RELEASES DRUG STATEMENT

• ADVERTISEMENT_

#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*
SENATE SENATESENATESE NATE SENATE
#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*

Following is the official statement released
by Dean Carl Selinger.
Senate this week chose concessions,
Bard College is an educational institutawarded a few posts, and covered a few
ion, not a law enforcement agency. Nevertypical senate issues. The recording sectheless, the College recognizes that the pre- retary for Senate remains Debbie Cook, the
sence of illegal drugs on a college campus
Corresponding secretary is Julie Reichart.
may result in situations that can seriously
On the budget committee are Bruce Chilton
endanger a residential academic comminity.
and Steven A. Levy. The Red Balloon, now
Situations of this kind may arise, for exam- open daily, wll still be managed by Wayne
ple, when
Gnrdon. The cigarette concession will be
(a) substantial quantities of any illegal
contr:olled by the Piendak-Hutchinson
team.
drugs are possessed on the campus;
The newspaper concession is in the hands
(b) Illegal drugs that are hazardous to
of Steve Par latto.
human health are sold or distributed
Mr. Fessler of the library requested
on the campus; or
money from Senate to replace the stolen
(c) 3.?-Yactivity involving illegal drugs is audio equpment. His r quest was turned over
carried on in a disruptive or uncon- to the budget committee.
In one of the most interesting letters
scionable manner.
If a dangerous situation involving illegal the reporter has seen read in Senate, Bruce
drugs comes to the attention of the College's Lieberman related the note Assemblyman
administration,
it will act to eliminate the
Samuel Wright has sent to President Kline.
situation, and will impose such disciplinary
Mr. Wright, of Kings County, is sending
If it beunderpriveleged
children for weekends to
sanctions as may be appropriate.
comes necessary for the College to take phy- various colleges and universities
in the state.
1 sical possess ion of illegal drugs,
the College His letter spoke of trips planned, the "chemwill turn the drugs over to a law enforcemen1 ical''reaction
to be found on campuses and
agency, when this action is required by law. the benefit of the trips to his young people.
Carl M. Selinger
He asked if he might send 40 students. His
Dean
letter was a form letter, so if 40 is the number for a large school, we would have to be
When interviewed about the statement,
able to entertain less. Since he asked that
the Dean imdicated that the statement is sim· they be permitted to ~ome around the weekply a continuation of the policy in effect laS t end of Senior Projects and Moderation, Sensemester •
ate moved that this be reconsidered for
'It represents neither a relaxation nor a some other time.
crack-down, ' said the Dean. 'I believe that
our students are as anxious as I am ·to avoid
another drug raid on campus.
This is espec·
ially important in view of the recent drug arrests here in Dutchess County. A raid by
pl 85591
outside law enforcement officers here would
seriously interfere with the present reexamle free delivery
ination of Bard's academic programs and
prescription specialists
--.
procedures,
an effort in which all elements
complete
cosmetic
line
of the community are now engaged. '
fanny farmer candy

REDHOOK
DRUG
STORE...

·•··•····

Cops move in

*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#
DRUGS BUST BOO WATCHOUT HELP
*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#

Order of the day

seafood
We've been here before

(editor's note: after a candid interview
Robbins, South Hall, Blithewood, Schuywith Student Association President Bruce
ler or Albe_e, assemble PEACEFULLY
Lieberman, the Observer wishes to communand ORDERLY in the social room. If
icate the following information as a timely
you live in Sachs House, Wardens or
public service.)
IN CASE OF A BUST:
Stone Row, assemble PEACEFULLY
and ORDERLY outside.
1. Dispose of all necessary items.
3. If you are in your room and are unable
2. r..EA\i:>EYOUR ROOM.. According to
New York State Law an officer with a
to leave it, do not allow anyone to enter
warrant for your arrest has the right
who cannot produce a search or arrest
warrant.
to make a search "incidental to an ar4. DO NOT PROVOKE THE COPS.
rest" of the immediate area in which
5. Before the bust occurs, DO NOT PROyou are arrested.
To avoid a search of
VIDE ANYONE WITH A REASON TO
your room, you must leave it. If you live
BUST YOU.
in Manor, Sands House, Tewksbury,

FREE ANGUILLA
NEW YORK (L S) -- The Caribbean island of Anguilla, population 6, 000, has voted
with 4 dissenting for its independence from
Britain.
NATIONAL STUDENT ASSOCIATION
FIGHTS C. A. B. REPORT END OF
YOUTH FARES
Washington, D. C. ---- The United States
National Student Association (NSA) will
fight the recommendations
of a Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB) examiner calling for
the abolition of youth fares as 'unjustly
discriminatory,
' and has retained legal
counsel to prepare briefs and oral arguments for presentation before the CAB.
Abolition of youth fares is being sought
by a number of bus companies.
NSA will
argue that in view of the educational, social,
economic and cultural benefits afforded by
the youth fares and young adult fares, the
fares should not be cancelled.
GOVERNOR'S CAR PELTED WITH SNOWBALLS
ALBANY, N. Y. (LNS) - Welfare recipients and workers, making a show •of force
in the State Capitol got in some target practice aimed at their chief villain -- Governor
Nelson Rockefeller.
Crowds of demonstrators, protesting the across-the-board
decrease in the already low welfare budget, pelted his car, bearing the License Plate NY 1,
with 30 or so missiles.
The protestors were marching around
the capitol when suddenly the limousine appeared, with Rocky inside, 'waving,' as one
participant said, 'like he was on a campaign
or something.'
He rolled down his window
to chat with his friends, but rolled it right
up again when it started snowing inside.
REGENTS RE-HIRE MARCUSE
BERKELEY, Calif. (CPS) -- Herbert
Marcuse, the philosopher who many people
believe has had strong influence on the campus left, will remain a professor at the University of California's San Diego campus,
despite the disapproval of many of the University's regents.
The regents discussed Marcuse in executive session Friday but did not vote on
his re-appointment
for another year. This
means that appointment by Chancellor William McGill will stand.
Chairman DeWitt Higgs said' a substantial number of them disapproved' of rehiring, and that they are reviewing their
policy of letting the chancellors of individual campuses have final power over faculty
appointments.
The American Legion and the Copleyowned San Diego newspapers have been demanding that Marcuse be removed because
of his political views.
He must be reappointed each year because he is over the university's
age limit
for retirement.
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FORUM (from page3)
My children get double homework as punishment in the Red Hook schools.
Am I to assume
this will help them learn to love learning?
I don't want to be either a slot filler for the
~grad schools or a body maker for Vie~am.
I want to teach. I want to live in a community
whose life is the life of the mind and of the spirit.
Ah, you say, but what about those free loaders who will do nothing, who will take advantage of us? What we do with them now is cynical and destructive.
We flunk them or
drive them out some other way only to replace them next year with a new crop of so called
free loaders.
Do we believe that people want to learn or not? These students are not taking advantage of us, they are in fact tailing to take advantage of themselves as human
We must try to help them. It takes time,
beings.
Failing to fulfill their own potentials.
and TRUST.
GRADES (from page 3)
Many instructors,
especially in the sciences, curve their grades, marking students
exclusively on their relative standing to others in the class.
The objective of many freshman chemistry students has become to
'beat the curve' rather than actually learning
chemistzy.
The most educationally stultifying aspect
of the 'bell curve' is observed in such courses as introductory psychology, where each
student is, in effect, graded according to his
numerical ranking within the cl~ss.
In addition to their supposed reliability,
grades have long been considered necessary
to motivate students to work by providing
them with incentives.
Mitchell Professor of

chemistry Ronald Breslow who teaches orgar
ic chemistry,
a key course for premedical
students, stated last week that, 'grading is
an immediate impetus to work. '
The argument that letter grades actually
are incentives, however, merely attests to
the intellectual dilettantism of many Columbia students.
Ideally college students should
be interested enough in their discipline to
have a natural desire to learn.
Furthermore,
many of the more discern
ing students recognize that the type of learning motivated by grades tends to be artificial
They see grades as motivation for students
to get better grades, not to learn more or
think more.

sleep with a friend

If love faisl,

why-not r

dry cleaners,
inc.
red hook-rhinebeck
same-day service in
red hook

In one of the most lily-white,

cream
cheese lectures ever to stultify the already
stultified Bard campus, Friendly Fred Hechinger introduced the James H. Case Memorial Lectureship on March 5. It seems Hechinger is Education Editor of the New York
Times (and we all know whose side they're
on) and has great respect for the late James
Case, a former Bard President.
Which says
something about James Case.
Establishing himself as a friend of
peace,. justice, and the Americay way thru
quotes and references to Case, Hechinger be·
gan an attack on radical and revolutionary
forces.
His argument, or rather rhetoric,
was based on denouncing anyone who didn't
agree with him as 'anti-intellectual'.
His
humanitarian instinct was profoundly illustrated by his views on race relations.
Generously, he conceded that all races can be enobled but one race just happens to be a little
more noble than the others.
This seems to represent the limit of his
insight~ although he did observe that in politics 'the machinery is neutral; it is the policy which motivates it which is at fault. '
Which certainly seems reasonable considering HIS policies.
His most perceptive comment of the evening was: 'I am completely against any revolutionary ideas, because if such a movement were victorious I wouldn't be around.'
Dig it, baby. He's runnin' scared.

CLANCY
Fellow miscreants,
security is when
no one can hassle us. This ideal condition
applies to God and dead people--the rest of
us exist in temporal reality.
Partial security is when we can exert control over how
someone can hassle us. Two cases arose
in the past week week indicate that we are
losing out on some partial security.
What
with busting season right around the corner
some security of any kind might be handy.
A state policeman arrived on campus
and went to Ludlow. There he was given
information: albeit "safe" information,
about a student, By a se.::retarv . On the
strength of an accusationtwo proctors, with
a student observer,
searched another student's room for dope. These unrelated incidents have one factor in common; the rights
and safety of students were potentially j epordized. What is clearly needed is community policy regarding police and room search·
es.
I suggest that Peter Maroucis' propos al for using the dean's off ice as a buff er
at the point for student/police
interface be
immediately implemented. According to this
proposal security may be enhanced in two
specific ways. First, only Dean Selinger,
Mrs. Sugat and President Kline would have
the authority to give information to the police, not a mere secretary
. Second, no
more policeman ever need be in a student's
room.
As far as room searches are concern
ed, a mere accusation is just not enough
to warrant a sm:rch. Justice via the anonymous tip is no justice at all. Nothing shor
of a hearing, conducted according to full
due process, to determine the neccessity
of a search can suffice. Then, and only
then, should a search be considered. At
present only the Dean or the President can
authorize a search. Let us substitute the
process of joint decision-making
here-wher
it might do us some substantive good.
One last word on security- a swinging
group to positively avoid: Pontious Pilate
and the Blue Meanies.
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arts
artnews
Debbie Cook
The strength of Matt Phillips' work lies in his mono-types which are readily likened
to the work of Maurice Prende_rgast.
They achieve a quality of delicacy of expression and
subtle color variations in their pleasing composition which is seldom matched in his oil
paintings.
These monotypes are a natural outgrowth of Mr. Phillips' quick, but meaningful, watercolor sketches.
Throughout his work, in oils, watercolors and the mono-types, Mr. Phillips pursues
a theme of people - in landscapes and interior settings.
No matter how prominent or absent the figure is in a composition one senses its presence.
At times the figure plays a
dominant role in the work and seems very real. In other pieces however, it seems as
though the artist has seen through the figure and dealt with its surroundings as though
only abstractly aware of the fugure' s presense.
Figures have identities of their own in
the works but become vague generalities.
The figures are often blurred and seldom are
given the personal identity of a face.
The figure in an interior setting maintains its identity much more strongly than in the
seascapes.
o matter what the strength of the figure in the interior one senses a stronger working of the setting itself. Rather Bonnardish tactics are employed to make the figure hide in its setting. The interiors are very alive with many small areas of different
color which are quickly absorbed - leaving one to focus on the figure itself.
The figures in the seascapes and landscapes become more obscure as they are generally in groups.
These groups, in their haziness, fit more readily into the context of the
work. Even in their grouped haziness a better sense of the human quality is achieved
here.
The land and seascapes themselves are bathed in a light which is fitting in each location. Long, horizontal bands of color in the Geascapes become abstract while presenting
the realness of open space.
The group of oils, as seen in relation to the other works, represents a more recent
stylistic development.
The artist appears to be working in a new more abstract direction
in these pieces.
A Matisse-like division of the canvas occurs with great reliance on the
working of negative spaces.
I sense an unfinished quality in the oils for reasons of unsureness in dealing with much open space and areas of a single color. A busy, somewhat
decorative quality appears while searching for meaning in large open areas.
Individual
sections seem more satisfying than the painting as a whole.
An awareness of many colors is played against an almost monochromatic sense.
Each is used in separate works while, atother times, played against each other in a single work. The effect is different depending on where the emphasis is placed. However,
it is only with careful viewing that these changes are noticed.
Certainly Matt Phillips' work is not to be looked at hastily for a full appre ciaUon of
what the artist has to say.
Although 1he mono-types are stronger than the oils the whole show presents a unified
sense of one man's view of the surrounding world.

~All~

The Music Club is sponsoring an American Composers Lecture Series this semester.
A number of prominent American com
posers will come and speak about their work
and/ or related aspects of contemporary
music. The talks will include taped illustrations.
The first speaker, on Tuesday, March
18, 8:30, Bard Hall, is Charles Dodge who
teachers at Columbia and works with computer-produced
sound.
More details are forthcoming in mailboxes.
ELECTRONIA MUSIC AND SOUNDS
with happenings and events for the benefit of
e. a. t. (experiments in art & technolog:y)
sunday afternoon & evening 3pm to 8pm,
March 30, at group 212 intermedia workshop
(formerly the old holiday·country inn) located 3. 2 miles west of Saugerties, N. Y. Thruway, exit 2 0, on route 212 on the way to
Woodstock.
Contribution 5 0~ Continuous experimentation
and play with electronic and concrete sounds in various outdoor situations (on a frozen lake, in the woods, amid wrecked cars, around a huge bon
fire which will be going througtiout the day)
organized and spontaneous events will occur
utilizing these situations.
Wear warm clothing, bring a blanket, flash
light, linch, ice skates and a thermos of
something hot.

A MIXED MEDIA EVENT
From the electronic studio of Syracuse University, Conceived by Franklin E. Morris,
Will be presented Friday Evening, March 14,
8:30 PM, Coykendall Science Building Auditorium, S. U. N. Y., New Paltz.

AARON COPJ AND will be the guest conductor with the Hudson Valley Philharmonic in
Subscription Series Concerts to be held Sunday, March 16th at 8:30 PM in the Poughkee
psie High School Auditorium and Monday,
March 17th at the Kingston Community Theater in Kingston at 8:30 PM.
The program for these concerts will include the Symphony no. 5 in B Flat Major,
D485 by Schubert, Tchaikovsky's OvertureFantasy, Romeo and Juliet, and two of Mr.
Copland's own compositions: The Appalachian Spring suite, arranged by Copland from
the music he had written for a ballet first
performed in 1944, and El Salon Mexico, a
rhythmic orchestral piece.

Is your lover your fr1end?
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Exploitation awaits
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rights,

What has college got to do with human
white-black relations, social change 1

If your answer to this question is
"Plenty! ' you may be interested in joining
a group of like-minded people at our organizational meeting next Wednesday night.
The program calls for "college advisII
ing for kids ages 14-17, tutorial help, sen
sitivity groups, interracial dialog in local
(Kin.gston) area.
We're extremely fluid and dying to
grow - any and all suggestions will be welcome and anyone with at least two hours a
week to spare is invited to join.
Wednesday, March 19, at 7:00 p.m.,
Albee 101.
(For more information, contact Fran
Hassan, Box 341, Robbins 64.

Faculty Lecture

1

Series I

March 20 - Pierce "The Quest for Experience:An American Dilemma."
April 3 - Pas iencier 11
The Fourth Dimension''
April 15 - Rosenberg "Orthodox Marxism and The New
Left. 11
May 15 - Yarden "The Recognition of the Other"
June 5 - Selinger "Some Remarks on the Anniversary
of the Death of a Friend I Never Met.

11

ACTION IS INDICATED
The benefit poetry reading for EL CORNO
EMPLUMADO WAS A SUCCESS IN TERMS
OF EVERYTHING BUT THE AMOUNT OF
$$ collected: a little less than thirty dollar
Everyone is reminded that if the magazine is
to continue money is urgently needed. Cont
ributions should be sent through campus ma·
to Norm Weinstein Box 708. For those inter
ested in subscribing cost is $5 for 4 issues.
Act soon.

BOSTON -- The Peace Corps has urged
students who wish to be considered for summer training programs to submit their applications soon, preferably by early April.
Applications and Peace Corps information are available on many campuses from
the Peace Corps liason. The nearest Peace
Corps office is in NEW YORK CITY, at
201 Varick Street -- Phone: (212) 620-3416.

WANTED: Room off campus for use as a
studio only. Will help with rent. Ross
Skoggard, Seymour 7.

and strain again. Discard the kif. Let the
liquid stand until cold (refrigerate) and
skin1 off the butter which will have solidified on top. Discard the water. Reheat
the butter and strain through a fine strainer
Leave the butter to cool and solidify. The
THE WHITE COOKY
extract is now ready to use in the following
recipe:
This is a recipe for the famous White
cream together:
1 cup of sof butter extract
Cooky of Marrakesh.
The secret method
3/4 cup sugar
for extracting the essence of kif into butter
then beat in:
1 egg
is also known in India, where the extract
stir in:
3 tsp. vanilla or almond
is called the Sacred Ghee. If it is made
extract
carefully, the cooky will be odorless, tastesift together:
3 cups sifted flour
less and innocent looking.
3/4 tsp. baking powder
Bring to a boil a very large pot of watMake the dough and chill until firm. Roll
er and a po ind of butter.
Add 1/ 4 to 1/2
it out thin on a floured board. Cut into
pound of kif on the stalk (not too dry).
small circles with a juice glass.
Press
Leave to simmer over a low flame for at
half an almond into each cooky and bake ableast 6 hours, stirring occasionally and
out 7 minutes in a hot oven (or until lightly
being careful not to let the water boil away.
browned). One half to a whole cooky will be
Add more water if necessary.
Strain the
more than enough. This recipe can also be
hot mixture into an even larger pot. Pour
made with seeds and stalks when nothing
boiling water over the stalks several times
else is available, but the cookies will be
to remove any butter still clinging to them
much milder.
If love fails, why not try something else ?
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"ONE OF THE GREAT SCAR~
FILMS OF ALL TIMES:•
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THE STALKING MOON
TECHNICOLOR' • PANAVISION'

next attraction:
"UP TIGHT"

You:

Automobile Loans
Banking By Mail
Checking Accounts
Christmas Club
Vacation Club
Collateral Loans
Commercial Loans
Home Improvement Loans
ight Depository Service
Personal l\lloney Orders
Safe Deposit Boxes
Travelers Checks
U.S. Savings Bonds
Drive - In - Banking

SEIIVICE

Rt. 9G Across From
open Seven Days A Week to
PJ
Mon.-Sat. 5- Closing
8.
Sunday 1-10
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THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF
RHINEBECK, NEW YORK
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